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Abstract—This paper proposes a nonlinear state space model
of a hybrid Photo-Voltaic /Thermal (glazed and unglazed PV/T)
system taking into account the coupling of the electrical and
the hydraulic circuits. A real time behavioral model is presented
as Variable Structure Automatic System (VSAS), for simulation
analysis and PV/T design optimization. The proposed model is
appropriate for prediction, monitoring, control and can be used
for diagnosis and the system Remaining Useful Life span increase.
The analysis of the energy balance of the PVT system in its
environment, leads to propose a new Maximum Life Span Power
Point (MLSPP) to be used instead of the simple MPP to increase
the life cycle of the PVT system.
Index Terms—PV/T system modeling, analysis and optimization, Variable Structure Automatic System, PVT state space
model, Maximum Lifespan Power Point, MLSPP.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The solar energies (Electrical and Thermal) are more and
more used to exploit renewable energies. The hybrid photo
voltaic and thermal (PV/T) systems are used in several applications like heating systems [1], [2], [3], water heating [4], [5]
and the water pumping [6], [7]. Integrated photo-voltaic and
thermal systems have proved to have better performance and
efficiency [8].
Several PVT structures have been considered and studied in
literature [9], [10], [11]. Hybrid PVT panels combine several
advantages:
• the covered surface allows more energy production (electrical and heat) compared to the classic PV panels
• the PVT system ensures uniform architecture roof.
• possibility of reducing the cost of facilities [12].
The hybrid photo-voltaic thermal energy collectors are,
in general, constructed by placing photo-voltaic solar cells
directly over an absorber plate with a fluid circulation as
thermal collector or solar water heater.
The proposal of solutions by Hybrid Renewable Energy Systems (HyRES) namely solar collectors PVT systems is increasing and seems more promising as the proposed technologies
are more and more efficient [13]. Intelligent EMS (Energy
Management Systems) are then required for such systems to
manage harnessed energy and then their behavior modeling
becomes crucial [14]. This clearly imposes the use of Information and Communication Technologies, by developing models,
real time simulation, optimization, diagnosis,prediction and
control [15].

Many technological investigations reported in literature
show that the efficiency increases with Hybrid systems [16].
The electrical power output of the PV cell depends on its
operating temperature. The temperature may be controlled by
action on the thermal energy collector [1].
A. Context and motivation
Despite the existence of numerous papers exploring PVT
systems, only few of them are oriented for the design optimization taking into account all the transient behavior effects. The optimization must take into account, not only the
efficiency but, also the lifespan for the economical purpose.
They are focused on the experimental evaluation of the system
performances and efficiency
All the models, presented in literature, are interesting for
some special purposes like evaluation of the efficiency of PVT
types, or the structures, or the application performance. The
models are often partial and extracted from data analysis and
measurements to get efficiency representation and comparison.
None of the models is complete enough to give dynamic
state space systems and transients behavior, for complete
realistic dynamic simulation. The model required for real time
simulation has to describe the complete non linear dynamics
(including transient effects) [17], [11]. It must allow real
time feedback control with several objective functions, like
power optimization with care to the process maintenance and
Remaining Useful Life Time (RUL).
To obtain an accurate model of the PVT module and to study
its real-time characteristic with the variation in temperature
and irradiation, a dynamic model must be developed and
analyzed. We propose a more detailed thermal model of PVT
panels where we take into consideration the external heat
sources, operating conditions, internal heat sources, and heat
dissipation.
Our objective is that the model must allow to drive the
system to an operational point (the Maximum Life Span Power
Point: MLSPP) with maximum efficiency while keeping the
process in healthy comfortable situation for the process.
B. Contribution
This work gives a complete PVT Non Linear model for
glazed and unglazed PVT collectors, written in state space
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form, able to clarify the rationale behind the electricalhydraulic-thermal couplings. This, as the main objective of this
paper, is useful for real time simulation, analysis, optimization,
prediction and control.
The focus of this paper is to develop a nonlinear dynamic
model which explicitly describes the PV, hydraulic, thermodynamic, electrical and thermal couplings in the system and
gives realistic behavior and real time representation in control
point of view.
The proposed model provides the system dynamic states
evolution (for thermal, hydrodynamic and PV coupled effects)
of the various system components and describes well the
transient behavior to allow deep performance analysis (of
thermal/electrical coupling) and robust control and diagnosis.
It allows to understand and manage thermal and PV coupling.
This allowed us to define an interesting operation point, the
Maximum Life Span Power Point (MLSPP) which allows to
increase the RUL (Remaining Useful Life) of the PVT system,
by managing the PV cells heating and limiting the cells
temperature to acceptable values regarding to their State of
Health (SoH). The developed models for glazed and unglazed
PVT are validated using actual data. They are then used for
numerical prototyping and we have compared, in simulations,
their efficiency and performance when varying the systems
physical parameters.
II. BACKGROUND , A SSUMPTIONS AND F ORMULATION
A. Background
In fact, the solar energy is converted into electrical as well
as thermal energy from a PVT module. The thermal energy
is transmitted through convection, conduction, and radiations,
and this varies with the PVT design structure, the angle at
which they are installed, speed of the wind, cooling technique,
etc.
A PVT panel, from a thermal point of view, can be
seen as a flat affected by several heat fluxes that affect its
temperature. It receives solar irradiation, transfers one part to
the circulating fluid and evacuates dissipated thermal power,
to its environment. Thus, it is obvious that these changes will
affect the output voltage and the Maximum Power supplied
by the PV module.
Fact 1. As the temperature plays an important role in the
PV behavior and degradation [18] it must be analyzed more
deeply. Then it is necessary to develop a dynamic (time
varying) model of PVT system avoiding use of rough fixed
estimation of operation temperature and efficiency coefficients.
Developing a thermal model allows us to understand thermal
behavior of the PV system and to use it with parsimony and
increase its life time. A validation of such thermal model for
a simple PV is given in [18].
All the literature models assume separability of thermal
and photo-voltaic subsystems (thanks to the difference of
their (rise) time constants). They give in general separate,
partial effects modeling and analysis which are confirmed by
experimental tests and / or evaluation of the efficiency (thermal
or electric).

In the following section we summarize the considered heat
transfer and conversion, then we will gather all the dynamics
to propose a one dimension Nominal Dynamic Model. Doing
this, we will avoid the use of roughly defined estimations and
try to be as precise as possible without going trough excessive
details. The used assumptions will be detailed in order to allow
further extension of this model.
B. Operating Conditions and PVT
In what follows, we describe more or less the energy sources
and the near environment effect on the panel temperatures
considered in the literature PVT models.

Fig. II.1. The general structure of a glazed PV/T collector

The hybrid PV/T system is, in general, composed by several
layers (see figure II.1 for glazed PVT) on which we consider
a node for temperature evaluation. The hybrid collector is
composed by a transparent glass, a photo-voltaic module
which converts radiation into electricity and a metal plate
attached to the rear cells using a thin adhesive layer ’ Tedlar ’
for absorbing heat. A coil, fixed to the back of the plate allows
the heat exchange with the coolant fluid. To reduce heat losses,
one layer is used for insulation.
C. Some Modeling Assumptions
Assumptions
• The temperature is estimated in a point at the middle
of the corresponding layer (node) and assumed to be
homogeneous (the layer averaged temperature). The temperature gradient is not considered in the layers. Ta is
temperature of ambient air in o C , G the irradiation in
W.m−2 and Tc is estimated temperature of the cell in
o
C.
• The edges are well insulated; Thus the edge losses are
negligible.
• The heat transfer coefficients depend on many parameters: The wind velocity, the air density, the panel
tilt angle, humidity and the dimensions of the panel.
Although these factors may substantially affect the loss
coefficients, their effect on the resulting absolute cell
temperature is assumed small. For simplicity, the loss
coefficient is assumed constant, which neglects the effect
of these factors, such as wind speed, humidity, and
temperature.
• The heat conduction is neglected, in general, because
the panel nearly presents no contact to solids. The
heat convection occurs on the front, back, and edges
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•

panel surfaces. Let hga be a heat transfer coefficient in
W.m−2 K −1 . The heat convection losses, from the glass
to ambient air, is Qhconv = hga .Ag .(Tg − Ta ).
The radiation occurs from the front and the back
surfaces to ambient air. The thermal radiation flux is
expressed, in average, by the following formula, where
g is the glass emissivity, σ is the Stephan-Boltzmann
constant 5.67.10−8 W.m−2 .K −4 , and Tg is the average
Temperature of PV panel glass in K. The front surface
emissivity is taken as 0.9 [19] the back surface emissivity
is taken as 0.84 [20]. Radiation from the glass to ambient
air, is

(1)
Q̇rad = g .σ.A. Ta4 − Tg4

The heat losses from the glass to ambient air, by convection Qhconv and radiation Qrad , are then cumulated:
QHloss = σ.εg .(Tg 4 − Ta 4 ) + hga .Ag .(Tg − Ta )
• Qcg = hcg .Ag .(Tg − Tc ) heat exchange from the glass to
the PV cells.
• hcp is the heat transfer factor from the cells to the plate.
hcg is the conduction thermal transfer coefficient from
the glass to the cells. Qcp = hcp .Ap .(Tc − Tp ) heat
exchange from the plate (temperature Tp ) to the PV cells.
hcp = λecc conduction heat transfer coefficient between cells
and the plate. hca = 5.67 + 3.8vw conduction heat transfer
coefficient between cells and the ambient air.
Let mp , cp be the plate mass in kg and thermal specific heat
respectively. The radiation coefficient from cells to glass cover
is hrgc. . It can be considered as null if the cells are fixed on
the glass.
• The thermal convection flux from the glass and from the
back surface (insulation) to ambient air can be expressed
by the following formula, where we note αg the absorption factor and hia the coefficient of convection transfer
from insolation layer to the ambient air.
•

Qgconv = hga .Ag .(Tg − Ta ) + hia .Ai .(Ti − Ta )
•

(2)

Qia describes the losses in contact of insulation to
environment air.
Qia = hia .Ai .(Ti − Ta )
(3)

The power generated by the PV panel Pelec depends
on temperature and its operating voltage V and I the
generated PV current.
Several times, in literature, empirical formulas are considered
to get an estimate of the cells temperature using the PV module
temperature and some defined PVT operating temperature (as
a reference value) [3].
•

Definition 2. The NOCT is defined as the measured cell
temperature for an ambient temperature of 20°C, an irradiation
of 800W.m−2 and a wind speed of vw = 1m.s−1 . An
empirical estimation of the cell temperature is
N OCT − 20
×G
(4)
800
Definition 3. The heat convection transfer coefficient (from
the glass to ambient air) is correlated to the wind velocity
Tc = Ta +

(vw in m.s−1 ). The convection transfer to the ambient air hia
is very often estimated (using some approximation) by the
following formula [21][22] hia = hwind = 5.7 + 3.8 ∗ vw .
Fact 4. The NOCT is only a roughly calculated estimation or
approximation defined as a reference in laboratory evaluation
tests. The PV module, in general, does not operate always
under this (steady state) temperature value (NOCT) and under
fixed temperature and irradiation.
This is because between sunrise and sunset, the ambient
temperature Ta and the solar irradiation G may vary over a
wide range depending on the weather conditions. Although
the cell temperature Tc mainly depends on the ambient air
temperature, the wind, and radiation. It is affected also by
the near heat sources and transfer. All these variables and
parameters have values that may vary over a wide range,
depending on the atmospheric condition, geographic location,
etc.
III. M ODELS OF PVT S YSTEMS
A. Inputs and Outputs of the PVT system
The system takes as input the Irradiance G, the ambient
temperature Ta , the relative humidity RH , and the cells
operating voltage VP V . The operating conditions of the PV
panel (operating voltage and temperature) directly affect the
output generated power. Let us consider a glazed PVT system
in the analysis.
Let us note the temperature of each layer at its node: Tg
is the glass temperature in K, Tc the cell temperature, Tp
temperature of the plate and Tf is the coolant fluid temperature
(in K Kelvin). Let Ti be the temperature insulation part. As
output we can consider the cells and the fluids temperatures
and may be some other one.
The incident irradiation is the main energy source (input)
that contributes to heating the panel. The quantity Qabs =
Q̇sun −Qloss is the incident solar energy wich can be absorbed.
The energy source is assumed to be reduced by a factor,
generally of 5%, the losses Qloss are mainly due to reflection
by the glass (which receives Qglass = Qabs − QCabs ) and
dissipation to ambient air. Note that Ag is the total area of the
panel in m2 with αg (RH , G, Ta ) ' 0.95 as absorption factor
which may depend on G, Ta , RH .
Qabs = Qsun − Qloss

(5)

Qabs = α0 .αg (RH , G, Ta ).Ag .G

(6)

The parameter 0 =< α0 < 1 depends on the incident angle.
Qglass =
Qglass =

Qabs − QCabs − Qglassoutput
dT
mg .cg . dtg + Qcg + QHloss

(7)

Because of temperature difference between panel and ambient air, heat dissipates from the panel glass to outside via
convection, conduction and radiation (see figure II.1).
The cells layer recieves QCabs . At the cells layer the
absorbed sun energy is received trough the glass (filtered)
QCabs = τg αc .Ac .G, where τg is the glass transmissivity
factor. The recieved power is converted in a thermal storage
C
part QT hermal = mc .cc dT
dt which contributes to heating the
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cells layer and an electrical part QElect (electricity produced
by the cells) with some losses noted QCloss .
QCabs = QCloss − Qglassoutput + QT hermal + QElect (8)
The electricity produced by energy conversion QElect is
made of two parts: - the joule dissipation in the cells resistances Pj and - the produced electricalpower −Pf . It is
worthwhile to note that on the literature proposed models this
part is neglected or not taken into account. In addition of this
several assumptions are considered implicitly despite that they
have consequences on the model precision and validity. We try
to clarify this in the next section.
Qcp = Qp + Qpi + Qpf + Qglassoutput


Pj = N Rs

Iph − Is [e

(

q(V +Rs.I)
)
nkTc

N (V + Rs I)
Rsh

− 1] −

(V + Rs I)
Rsh

2

(10)
2
+

mg .cg .

N (V + Rs I)2
Rsh
(11)

The internal heat sources of the panel is due to the Joule
effect of the series and shunt resistors. In fact, current passing
through the printed Ag fingers and through the Cu bus-bars
will lead to a localized heat generation modeled by the series
resistor Rs . Besides, current passing through a path around the
cell will lead to a localized heat generation modeled by the
series resistor Rsh . The power loss is dissipated by the cells
resistors Rs and Rsh , of each cell. This will have influence
on the cell layer temperature.
B. Thermal Model of the Glazed PVT collector
The thermal behavior may be described by the equations
(5-9), gathering the fluxes imposed to the PVT system [13].
In what follows, use of averaged efficiency factor is avoided.
Note that thermal and electrical efficiencies are defined only
in a steady state operation mode (for averaged behavior) and
not valid in the transient periods.

dTg
+ hcg .Ag .(Tg − Tc ) + σ.εg .(Tg 4 − Ta 4 )
dt
= −hga .Ag .(Tg − Ta ) + αg .Ag .G − QCabs

(12)

b) PV Cells Thermal Model: The dynamic heat transfer
in the cells is described by the following equation. The
absorbed thermal energy in the cells layer is
QP V cells = mc .cc .

(9)

C
The plate receives Qcp , consumes Qp = mp .cp dT
dt and
transmit Qpi = hpi .Ai .(Tp −Ti ) to insulation layer and Qpf =
hpf .Af .(Tp − Tf ) to the coolant fluid.
Let hpf be the convection heat transfer from the plate to
eau
the fluid. hpf = [(1/hp ) + (1/hf )]−1 with hf = N u.λ
Di
λp
and hp = ep , where ν Nu is the Nussle number which is
ν = 4.36 for a laminar flow, and leau is the water thermal
conductivity and Di the fluid pipe section diameter. lp and ep
are the conductivity and thickness of the plate respectively.
hpi is the conduction heat transfer factor from the plate to the
insolation layer.
The joule heat generated by PV Cells is given by equation
10. The panel also heats due to internal Joule dissipation
for the N cells of the panel (N = Ns .Np is total cells
number). One part of the incident solar energy is absorbed
by the PV cells and transformed in electricalpower P plus
a thermal dissipation (power losses Pj ). Note that his power
P is consumed outside the PV panel and that the power loss
represents a heat sink Pj to the thermal system.

Pj = N R s I 2 +

a) Glass Model: Let mg and cg be the glass mass in kg
and thermal specific heat (thermal capacity in J.Kg −1 .K −1 )
respectively. The glass thermal behavior can be summarized
by equation 12:

m.cc .

dTc
= QCabs + Qcg + QElect − Qcp (13)
dt
QElect = Pj − P
(14)

dTc
+ hcg .Ag .(Tc − Tg ) + hcp .Ap .(Tc − Tp )
dt
= τg αc .Ac .G + QElect

(15)

c) Plate thermal storage: The plate is used to catch the
heat flow coming from the PV cells and the sun trough the
glass and transmit it to the fluid. The absorbing plate collects
thermal energy dissipated by the sun and cells and transfers
it to the coolant fluid. This leads to a decrease of the cells
temperature and then increases the PV efficiency. Its dynamic
dT
equation QP late = mp .cp . dtp can be written:
mp .Cp .(dTp /dt) + hcp .Ap .(Tp − Tc ) + hpi .Ap .(Tp − Ti )
(16)
= −hpf .Af .(Tp − Tf out )
d) Fluid Thermal Equation: The fluid temperature behavior is governed by the following equation where the
fluid output temperature Tf out depends strongly on the plate
temperature Tp , the inlet fluid temperature Tf in and the liquid
flow ṁ. Where mf is the fluid mass (in the exchanger) and
cf the specific heat of the coolant fluid. We have Qpf =
hpf .Af .(Tp − Tf ) and Qu = ṁ.c.(Tf out − Tf in ) .
dTf
+ hpf .Af .(Tf − Tp ) = −ṁ.c.(Tf − Tf in ) (17)
dt
e) Insulation
layer
Thermal
Equation:
Qpi = hpi .Ai .(Tp − Ti ), is the heat flow from the plate to
the insolation with hpi = [(1/hp ) + (1/hi )]−1
mf .Cf .

QIsto = mi .ci .

mi .ci .

dTi
= Qpi − Qia
dt

dTi
= hpi .Ai .(Tp − Ti ) − hia .Ai .(Ti − Ta )
dt

(18)

(19)

C. Thermal Model of the Unglazed PVT
In the case of an unglazed PVT panel, the first equation
(Glass) is droped because there is no glass. The remaining
equations are more or less the same mutadis mutandi.
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Tc 3 (q.Eg .
Is = Isref .(
) .e
Tref

(V +R I)²

c
mc cc dT
= αc GAc + N Rs I 2 + N R s
− NV I
dt
sh
+hcp Ac (Tc − Tp ) − (hca − hcar )Ac (Tc − Tp )
dT
mp cp dtp = hcp Ac (Tc − Tp ) − hpf Ap (Tp − Tf ) − hpi Ai (Tp − Ti )

dT

mf cf dtf = hpf Af (Tp − Tf ) − ṁf Ap (Tf out − Tf in )
i
mi ci dT
= hpi Ai (Tp − Ti ) − (hia − hiar )Ai (Ti − Ta )
dt

1 )−( 1 ))
Tref
Tc
)
(n.k)

Iph = [Iphref − Ci .(Tc − Tref )].
(20)

Where hcar = εc σ(Tc ² + Ta ²)(Tc + Ta ) is the radiation heat
loss coefficient. hpf = [ λecc + NuDKi w ]−1 is the convective heat
transfer coefficient between the plate and the fluid.
hip = λeii is the conduction heat transfer coefficient between
cells and the plate and hpi = [ λecc + λeii ]−1 is the heat transfer
coefficient between thermal plate and insulation.
D. Controlled part and State Space variables
1) Pump Control: The fluid flow is given by a pump
controlled by a voltage input up . The liquid flowing in the PVT
collector circulates with the flow rate ṁ which is in general
controlled by a pump driven by an electrical motor which can
be represented by the following equations where the pump
rotation velocity is noted Ω. In general we can assume that
the flow is proportional to the rotation velocity of the pump
ṁ = kΩ. Then we get the mechanical equation of the pump
rotation and its driving motor
dΩ
+ f Ω = Cem − Cr
(21)
dt
The pump mechanical load imposed to the motor is considered to be proportional to the squarred velocity Cr = kr Ω²
then we get the state equation governing the flow rate as
follows, where the current ipump is an input used to control
the flow rate.
J

J m̈ + (f + kr ṁ)ṁ = Kpump up

((

(22)

(f + kr ṁ)
Kpump
ṁ +
.up
(23)
J
J
2) The electrical power: The serial resistance RS relative
to one cell in open circuit voltage VOC is:
m̈ = −

(27)

G
)
Gref

(28)

Equation (28) shows that the electrical efficiency of the
system decreases when the temperature of the junction of
the cells increases. Ci is a positive coefficient and Tref
the reference temperature defined as 25°C in general. The
circulation of the coolant in the PVT panel lowers the cells
temperature and thus it improves the electrical performance of
the PV system.
The produced electrical power model Pelec = I.V is given
by its time variation (V come from the N cells of the panel):
dV
dI
dPelec
= I.
+ V.
= I.u1 + V.u2
dt
dt
dt
dPelec
=
dt


Iph − Is [e

(

q(V +Rs.I)
)
nkTc

(V + Rs I)
− 1] −
Rsh

(29)

u1 +V u2

(30)
To reach the operating point (Voptim , Ioptim ) giving the
Maximum Power (MPP), we can use the control imputs u1 or
u2 , or both alternatively. See for details [15], [23]. In a first
case, the current may be fixed constant and set u2 = 0. The
control will be u1 (k) = f (4V (k))
The PV output current I goes through a boost converter to
control the input voltage V. The current iL flowing from the
boost converter output, in the load assumed to be ZL is .
V = ZL iL

(31)

If the load ZL is an R −L equivalent circuit, for the sake of
simplicity, we can write RiL +L didtL = vo and then we get an
equation defining a new additional state variable, which can
be considered in the system model.
diL
R
V
+ iL =
dt
L
L

(32)



E. System State Space Representations



(25)

1) Glazed PVT Model: Let us consider the state vector
defined as X = [Tg , Tc , Tp , Tf , Ti , m, Pelec , iL ]T and the
input control vector U = [up , u1 , u2 ]T
To get a state space representation of the process,
(
Ẋ = f (X, Ta , G, RH ) + g(up , u1 , u2 )
(33)
y = h(X)

(V + Rs .I)
(26)
Rsh
The photo-current Iph and the reverse saturation diode
current Is depends on the cell junction temperature Tc [Ref
10],

we gather the equations (12),(15), (16), (17), (19), (22), (30)
and (32).
2) Unglazed PVT Model: In the case of an
unglazed PVT panel the state vector will be
Xu = [Tc , Tp , Tf , Ti , m, Pelec , iL ]T the same and the
input control vector U = [up , u1 , u2 ]T .
The model gathers the equations (20),(22), (30) and (32).

dV
RS =
dI


=
VOC

nkT1,ref
q




/ I0 (T1,ref )e

VOC (T1,ref )
nkT1,ref
q

(24)
The shunt resistance is considered inversely proportional to
the absorbed solar radiation,
Gref
G
The Current generated by one PV cell is
Rsh = Rshref

I = Iph − Is .[e(

q(V +Rs.I)
)
nkTc

− 1] −
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IV. PV/T P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
A. Unglazed PVT Model Validation
For validation of our models, we consider the unglazed
PV/T Wave proposed by DualSun. This hybrid panel is
unglazed and it has an area of 1.604 m². The mono-crystalline
cells encapsulated in EVA (Ethylene - Vinyl - Acetate) and
TPT (Tedlar - polyester - Tedlar). This encapsulation ensures protection for cells and electrical insulation with other
constituent. The thermal plate made of aluminum is totally
covered by cells and so the excess of heat generated by cells
is the input of the thermal part. The cells are integrated with
the thermal part by pasting it on the absorber plate. The fluid
ducts are welded in the back surface of plate and arranged
with equal spacing between the tubes. Insulation is used to
limit the back thermal losses. The electrical data of the solar
cells under standard test conditions (STC) are given in the
following table (IV-A).
parameters

values

Number of cells

60

Cell thickness

0.0002m

Electrical efficiency

15.4%

Plate thickness

0.0004m

Open circ.Volt (Vco)

38.5v

Insulation thickness

0.02m

Short circ.Curr. (Isc)

8.55A

Coolant Fluid

glycol

Temperature NOCT

46°C

Fluid mass

1.7 kg

Rs

0.01Ω

F Specific heat

3605J/kg.K

Rsh

260Ω

the price of the actual device. Simulation tests were carried
out to compare the thermal behavior of PV/T using different
materials for the absorber plate, cells type and with or without
a glass under the steady state conditions of G=1000W/m²,
Ta=25°C, and a flow rate equal to 0.05Kg/s. Varying the
parameters is done, in simulations, to obtain an optimal design
for the system.
Many studies in the literature led to consider that polymer is
one of the most promising material used to reduce the cost and
the weight of the device. We tested at first, under the steady
state conditions, the PVT panel with additional glass cover
and compare it performances to the Unglazed PVT wave. The
electrical efficiency of the PV/T cells (see figure IV-B) may
be calculated by:
ηel =

VI
Ac G

(34)

The thermal efficiency (compared for glazed and unglazed
PVT in figure IV-B) is defined as the ratio of the thermal
yield and the total incident energy:
ηth =

ṁcf (Tf out − Tf in )
Ap G

(35)

TABLE I
PVT PARAMETERS

The numerical model of the unglazed PVT was validated
based on the Data -sheet of Dualsun [DualSun] (see figure
IV-A). It presents a steady state indoor experimental results
done by TUV Rheinland Lab-Germany under conditions prescribed by EN12975 standards: G = 850W/m2 , vw = 1m/s
and Tf in varying from 20◦ C to 55◦ C. Let us note Tred =
Tf out /G.

Fig. IV.1. Thermal efficiency for steady state conditions Tred = Tf out /G

The simulation results, using the proposed model, show very
good agreement with the experimental results given by TUV
Rheinland Lab as shown in the figure (IV-A).
B. Performance Evaluation
The main interest of this study is to find a good combination
of materials that ensures the optimal performances and reduces

Fig. IV.2. Thermal efficiency for glazed and unglazed PV/T.

The glazed PVT presents a remarkably higher thermal
efficiency, thus due to the presence of glass layer that limits the
convective losses (see figure IV-B). But the electrical efficiency
deteriorates due to the higher operating cells temperature and
to the additional optic losses. This is also may accelerae the
cells aging.
A second test was carried out under the steady state conditions to compare performances of unglazed PVT Dualsun
using other materials for the thermal plate :(1) Copper, and
(2) Polymer. (in the actual design Aluminum was used).
As it can be shown in the figure (IV-B) and (IV-B), materials
with higher thermal conductivity (in this case copper and
aluminum) can transfer heat easily from the cells to the fluid
as a result the thermal efficiency is remarkably higher. Also
the cells operating temperature is nearly 4 degrees higher in
the case of polymer PPO, and this leads to have the electrical
efficiency is slightly lower than copper and aluminum PVT.
A third test was carried out to study the cells type effect
on system performances. For the actual Dualsun Panel, single
crystalline cells are used with ηo slightly higher than 15% but
they are more sensible to operating temperature. A simulation
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Fig. IV.7. Electrical and thermal efficiency for copper plate.
Fig. IV.3. Thermal efficiency for different materials.

low energy long wave, not absorbed by cells, like infrared
radiation can reach the thermal absorber and contribute in
heating the fluid unlike classic cell where the infrared radiation
are reflected. As shown in the figures IV-B, IV-B and IV-B with
semi transparent cells the thermal efficiency is more important
than the same type classic cells.

Fig. IV.4. Electrical efficiency for different materials.

test was carried out to compare the different kind of thermal
plates seen previously combined with both single crystalline
cells and thin film cells (see figures IV-B, IV-B and IV-B).
Fig. IV.8. Thermal efficiency for semitransparent cells against classic cells.

Fig. IV.5. Electrical and thermal efficiency for Aluminum plate.

Fig. IV.9. Electrical efficiency for transparent cells against classic cells.

With the semi-transparent cells, the plate temperature is
higher resulting from the extra absorbed infrared radiations.
Since they are pasted directly on the plate, the cells have a
higher temperature than the classic cells and slightly lower
electrical efficiency fig.13.

Fig. IV.6. Electrical and thermal efficiency for Polymer plate

As shown in figures IV-B, IV-B and IV-B, the efficiency
of the amorphous cells is less sensible to temperature. Their
electrical efficiency lower than the silicon cells, meaning less
amount of absorbed energy is converted to electricity and
so more available energy for heat production . As result
thermal efficiency for thin film cells in three cases is higher
It’s possible also to notice that in three cases the electrical
efficiency for a chosen type of cells is practically the same.
The thermal efficiency is slightly lower for the PPO. Semitransparent Thin film cells can be used in order to improve
the global efficiency of the system. Extra solar radiation with

Fig. IV.10. Global efficiency for semitransparent cells.

The global efficiency of the PV/T using semi-transparent is
higher than the PVT with classic cells.
C. Maximum Life Span Power Point
Let us consider again the figure (IV-C) comparing the cells
temperature variation for PVTs with different materials. We
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then remark that near the Maximum Power Point (in brown)
there is a minimum of the temperature. At this point the
power produced is reduced by 5% to 10% which is not to
penalizing. The cells temperature may decrease from some
degrees (depending on the PV nature and fluid circulation) and
this may be more comfortable situation for the cells operation.
We have then defined this as the Maximum Life Span Power
Point (MLSPP) to increase the PVT life time, by limiting cells
heating regarding to their State of Health (SoH).

Fig. IV.11. Cells temperature for different materials.

The Maximum Life Span Power Point (MLSPP) allows
to drive the system to an operational point with maximum
efficiency while keeping the process in healthy comfortable
situation. Doing this reduces the produced power of around
10% only. Anyway this feature can be interestingly used in
advanced system control.
V. C ONCLUSION
We have developed PVT models, in glazed and unglazed
cases, for numerical systems prototyping, analysis and control.
With those models, it was possible to study the effect of
different key parameters on the system performance; with or
without glass cover, cells type, and material used for thermal
plate. The design and the structure of the PVT device depends
mainly on the application for which it is intended: hot water
is more important or electricity.
From the simulation results, it’s possible to conclude that
Polymer was as much efficient as aluminum and copper. It
may be a good substitute for aluminum in the actual commercialized PVT: Reduces the weight of the device, and reduces
manufacturing cost. Also, it’s more suitable to keep using
mono-crystalline cells for their low operating temperature.
The state space formulation of these models opens interesting perspectives for advanced non linear control and energy
management. We have then defined this as the MLSPP which
allows to increase the PVT life time, by limiting cells heating
to acceptable values regarding to their State of Health (SoH).
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